Do your spring thing in MSU sportswear

Sweatshirts
Jackets
Jerseys
T-Shirts

At MSU Bookstore, sportswear is springing all over with this season's styles and shades. And it's all personalized with prestige—the MSU name and emblem. Stop in today, we've got the size and shape to fit you.

Greeks
Your house name fits on any sportswear. Choose from our stock of sew-on Greek letters.
People are watching a horse race. There are spectators in the stands and on the track. The weather is sunny and clear.
Turtleneck paces male spring attire

The turtleneck sweater, which has become increasingly popular since last fall, is tops in men's spring fashions.

According to East Lansing merchants, the greatest demand has been for black and white turtlenecks. However, colors that coordinate with those found in sports coats and other clothing are in high demand this spring.

Spring has colored in bright and lively colors in men's clothing. Mustard yellow, vibrant orange, bold blue and turquoise green are predominant in sports clothing with matching turtlenecks available.

Turtleneck suits and sports coats along with a wide variety of stripes—vertical, diagonal—are also a part of the spring fashion look. Turtlenecks in various hues can be used for accent.

Turtlenecks can also be worn with the new Mao or mandarin suits and sports coats shown this spring.

The latest fashion accessory to be worn with the turtleneck is the male chain necklace introduced by Pierre Cardin when he showed his new spring collection of men's clothing in Paris.

Most of the clothes have been designed to be worn with tieless, buttonless turtlenecks. Most chains are of beaten metal, predominantly silver and cast aluminum, and many are set with cut and anuc precious and semiprecious stones.

Brief bikini replaces topless look

What has happened to the daring topless bathing suit? Have swimwear fashions turned toward conservatism?

It's true. Topless bathing suits are a thing of the past. Women have decided, for the time being, to leave the topless swimsuit where it belongs—the male.

Two-piece bikinis, as brief as possible, have captured the attention of women's fashion designers. As well as the eye of every male on the beach. Necklines are still low, however not as daring as the wasitline plunges.

The topless had its obvious advantages. What better way to get an even suntan? It was naturally more cool and comfortable. On the other hand, it faced one unacceptable problem—leakage. Those women who did have the courage to wear it were whisked away into the public washrooms before they could catch one ray of sun. The modern world is not as liberal as it claims to be.

The two-piece of today, by no means conservative, covers the harest essentials. A pair of triangle slants skillfully tied to the right places emerges as the popular swimsuit of today. Bright and colorful, solid color or prints of large flowers are tempting combinations for suntan suits.
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juniors ruffle up a bit of voile
for the sheer delight of it . . .

The soft shirt look in frosty topped dresses by A 'n R Jrs. Were-waisted two-piece looks in sheer Dacron® polyester-cotton for the most romantic approach to spring. At left, peasant topping is pleasant topping in snowy white voile with side buttons and stand-up collar. Contrasting grosgrain striped belt rings a skirting of brown 17.98. Pin dots on the black or navy skirt repeat the pristine white of the deeply cuffed and lavishly ruffled blouse, center 19.98. Pastel cummerbund adds a color note to navy/white of his sissy-topped, dirndl-skirted darling. 19.98. All in junior sizes.

Knapp's
Sewing bee

Coeds, alert to the short hemline, are busy hemming last year's spring wardrobe. These residents of Butterfield Hall, who staged a sewing circle Monday, are (counter clockwise from lower left) Joyce Casbon, Valparaiso, Ind., freshman; Mary Harp, Farmington junior; Sue Santti, Southfield sophomore; Kathy Dennis, Allen Park junior; Sharron Pollack, Ann Arbor freshman; Sally Kenfield, Hastings junior; and Janet Goebel, Sebewaing freshman.

State News Photo by Larry Hagedorn

Super-short dress aim at ‘Sew-ins’

It’s not a sit-in, floor meeting or even a protest—perhaps it can be called a sew-in.

Not the kind with rocking chairs, gran’ny glasses or needlepoint but one with scissors, rulers and radios. The jam sessions on the first floor in Butterfield have taken on a new look.

The girls have been getting together for prolonged study breaks to sew, take up hems, listen to the radio and talk.

Amid talk over classes and guys, the girls shorten all their spring fashions and finish dresses they began over spring break.

Some skirts have been shortened and re-shorted and they are going up again this year.

The floors are strewn with summer prints and scraps of material as girls cut out patterns.

A-line dresses are in the lead on the first floor and the puff sleeves are taking over where long sleeves left off.

Regardless of the style, the length is what counts—it must be “super-short.” Some of the less daring girls cringe when they are urged to make their creations shorter.

But a little persuasion is all it takes and the hem comes up.

Only time will tell whether their clothes will look professional—al-with the latest styles and colors, or whether they will look like scraps of material sewn together and made a little too short.

In any case the floor will be buzzing for the next few weeks until mid-terms roll around. Then the needles and pins will be traded for books and pens.

Accent by stockings

Stockings shoot the works for spring—lace works, flower works and other patterns that work as fashion accents to all sorts of costumes.

Flower-works go big and bold or offer tiny blossoms on the vine. Lace-works play it cool and open, or choose bold patterns or little prints.

Knee socks work up to spring excitement in open, light patterns, often without cuffs.

Animal prints, turtle and feather markings and bi-colored harlequin designs are just some of spring’s stocking patterns, well-planned to accompany sportswear styles.

The “tattooed lady” look appears in stockings with tattoo-like colors, prints.

Give it a gallon of gas and it’ll give you 35 miles.

Give it the gas, and it’ll give you a top speed of 85 m.p.h.

Give it Michelin X tires and it’ll give you about 40,000 miles.

Give the brakes a tap and the 4-wheel disc brakes will give a straight, sure stop.

Give the car a little test drive and it’ll make quite an impression on you.

Then all you have to give us to get it is $1745

But you don’t have to give it all at once. P.O.E.
Footwear accents reference

New shoes pretty up for a return to romance this spring. Along with ruffles, dirdoris and flowing sleeves, fashion returns to footwear with flattering lines and pretty trims.

Styles cover a variety of old and new trends. Among these are refined brass and gold ornaments, baby doll togs, higher heels, flower trims, mimbibs and the Thirties influence.

Leathers inspire this footwear include smooth, grained, waxy, embossed, suede, brushed, lustre and patent.

For daytime wear, shoes are set off with slings, straps or disreputable trim. Sling bars are abundant—one indication of a more feminine feeling in footwear. Straps continue wide and not too strippy, showing more leather, as in fat T-strap or mary-jane styles.

Important exception to the lady-like look is the high-tongued low-heeled sporty monk strap or brass studs, sometimes set off by white binding.

As part of the “Boho and Chic” or Thirties influence, fashion, the spectator style appears in black, white or all white, and in smooth or lightly-grained leathers paired with patent. Chunky mid-heels, turned-trim and soft ribbons complete the look.

Spring’s mint boot provides a new informal look. This low-heeled ankle boot has opening at the ankles, over the instep and sometimes even at the toes. Evening footwear runs gamut from high-fronted pumps to sandals. Though heels are mostly at midheight, there are some higher ones—perhaps fore-shadowing a more formal return.

Shoe colors are very soft in pastels and neutrals. Black and white combinations and many browns step to the fore. For after-dark there are white off-white, rose, ivory and romantic silver, gold or bronze-colored leathers.

Leather and lavish use of a well-worn hippie outfits. The non-leather are this year’s trends with appearances.

The real hippie is not concerned with ankle-length, fit loose-Indian shirts are the American robes, shorter and shorter and various styles are also popular. The Tibetan robes have a rather high collar while the Indian styles are more closely related to the loose cut of a conventional bathing suit.

The Indian shirts have a more, if very casual, fit. The shirts all great, if one can afford it. But these are very, very shirk styles and should be worn only for the most formal freak-outs and trips.

High-fringed-leather boots have been very popular, but give way to sandals and bare feet in spring. Low-cut leather sandals are preferred to high-cut styles, but as in all hippie wear, the choice is purely individual.

The most sought-after sandals are made of water buffalo hide because of its oilterian value.

Other things for men to complete the look are faded, misshapen hats and pierced ears. The earrings should be gold circles. Girls’ earrings should be long and swinging.

Toe rings and a quantity of finger rings are also needed. Arkayes made of bells are also great springwear.

Hippie shades are rose-colored in either the large “granny glasses” style or very small oval watch band shades are made of leather.

And, of course, beads and pendants are a necessary part of a hippie outfit. Beads should be very, very long and large. The pendants should be either puffed or nobby.

Hippie hair styles haven’t changed much, except for the use of the part, near the center. Some hippie girls are preferring extremely short hair.

And finally, for that hard-to-get hippie look at the pool, the outfit for guys is beads, a hat and cut-off levis. For girls, it’s beads and a one-piece, loose-fitting bathing suit.

**Cool It!**

for the warm months ahead

**Hippie garb turns Oriental**

The look of the Oriental survive and lavish use of leather are this year’s trends in hippie outfits. The non-leather are this year’s trends with appearances.

For those who want the way in look for the Indians. The monk strap is the thing to look for.

The robes, both sexes are about ankle-length, fit loose-like, and are multi-colored. African robes, shorter and various styles are also popular. The Tibetan styles have a rather high collar while the Indian styles are more closely related to the loose cut of a conventional bathing suit.

The Indian shirts have a more, if very casual, fit. The shirts all great, if one can afford it. But these are very, very shirk styles and should be worn only for the most formal freak-outs and trips.

High-fringed-leather boots have been very popular, but give way to sandals and bare feet in spring. Low-cut leather sandals are preferred to high-cut styles, but as in all hippie wear, the choice is purely individual.

The most sought-after sandals are made of water buffalo hide because of its oilterian value.

Other things for men to complete the look are faded, misshapen hats and pierced ears. The earrings should be gold circles. Girls’ earrings should be long and swinging.

Toe rings and a quantity of finger rings are also needed. Arkayes made of bells are also great springwear.

Hippie shades are rose-colored in either the large “granny glasses” style or very small oval watch band shades are made of leather.

And, of course, beads and pendants are a necessary part of a hippie outfit. Beads should be very, very long and large. The pendants should be either puffed or nobby.

Hippie hair styles haven’t changed much, except for the use of the part, near the center. Some hippie girls are preferring extremely short hair.

And finally, for that hard-to-get hippie look at the pool, the outfit for guys is beads, a hat and cut-off levis. For girls, it’s beads and a one-piece, loose-fitting bathing suit.

**Tasteful colors present fashion gourmet’s delight**

Tasteful hues season spring, to a fashion gourmet’s delight. It’s a color la carte, as brights and darks: pastels and bold mix in appealing variety.

The patoots begin with the tango blues and creamy pastels, rich dark shades and many tan-talizing hues in between. But these are just the appetizers.

Colors are used in new combinations. The brights are toned down with dashes of neutrals to dramatize with deep dark colors, such as hot pink combined with coffee brown.

Pretty pastels breeze in with pinks, melons, soft olives, corals, apricots, baby blue, periwinkle, aqua and buttercup. And the icy sherbert shades add an extra dash of spice.

**AT OUR SANDAL HEADQUARTERS**

**13 All New Styles**

**High Quality Imports**

**A Sandal for Every Man**

**Regal Shoes**

from COAST TO COAST

**255 ANN ST. EAST LANSING**

**351-7018**

(Across from Knaps')

**SANDALS from $3.99**

**Cool Out!**

for the warm months ahead

**Far-out**

How to be "in" with the far-out crowd requires vis, loose-fitting shirts and a scotch to carry the "ends of a hippie."

State News Photo by Larry Hagedorn

**Shoulder bags make comeback**
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Stop 'Flake Off'

'Keep the Tan' game thrives

Spring, as they say, is here. The best indication of this event is right outside your dorm window. There, on any given day in spring term when the temperature soars above a blistering 50, you will see the Michigan branch of the National Sunburn Blister. Flake and Peel if you can't Tan Society, an organization with a staggering number of members in the state of Michigan alone.

These dedicated souls spend the time not devoted to basting themselves with a frightening collection of concoctions and dodging the water droplets in the shower. MSU water is hard; it will leave both you and your tan in a neat little pile of flakes on the dorm room floor after a couple of weeks, spread-eagled in the glowing radiant warmth of the Michigan sun. All for the sake of a tan that refuses to stick around by itself. The sad fact is that if you wish to model your new spring wardrobe with the appropriate flair, you must have a tan or at least appear somewhat pink around the right edges.

But the Care and Feeding of a tan isn't all hard labor. If you are inventive and what self-respecting college student isn't? you will fabricate quaint games to keep yourself from going flaky inside while you guard your tan from the same without.

The favorite—and by far the most challenging—tan game is Chase the Strap-marks. Participants in this game are required to have at least two swimsuits of different styles. The general idea is to obtain one set of strap-marks by wearing the first suit, then try to get rid of them by wearing the other which has straps in different places the following day. After about a week of Chase the Strap-marks, the participant not only has not rid herself of her strap-marks, but is beginning to resemble a relief map of varicose veins.

Popular with the I-went-to-Florida-for-spring-break set is Let's Compare Arms. This game requires a good poker face and 20-20 vision. Players begin by eyeing each other carefully from a distance, then rushing to one another, arms outstretched, to see who is darker. The winner goes on to more competition while the loser vows that he will stay out in the sun till he feels his arm is in good enough condition for a rematch.

Need sandals?

We have a complete selection of French, Italian and Mexican sandals for men and women.

From $5.95

Check on our selection of cowboy boots and riding boots, too!

MSU Shoe Repair
5 MINUTE HEEL SERVICE
225 GRAND RIVER—EAST LANSING

Need sandals?

Diamond trios for happy duos:

Diamond solitaire in 14K gold wedding ring...

Glossing 14K gold trio with six diamonds...

Single diamond and 14K gold wedding rings...

Beautifully designed 14K gold, single diamond...

Nine diamonds add beauty to 14K wedding rings...

CONVENIENT TERMS

This is where you come when you're through playing games.

ZALES JEWELRY
207 S. WASHINGTON
CLOTHING RAGE

Spring hats casual
Bonnie berets 'in'

Bonnie and Clyde are taking over spring's fashions in hats. Brimming with the excitement Bonnie and Clyde brought to the screen, come the Bonnie berets, the floppy-brimmed skimmers and the flower wigs.

Mrs. Dorothy Dowling, manager of millinery, J. W. Knaep and Co., said the Bonnie berets are arriving in felt, straw and cloth. All the colors are popular this year and the key word is "casual."

The flower wigs have come in to style this spring in anticipation of those days at the beach when there's no time to worry about your hair. Mrs. Dowling said:

In competition are the 'floppy-brimmed beach skimmers' of brightly colored straw and the rolled brimmed Breton of tasteful colors to be dressed up with accessories for special occasions, according to Mrs. Trexler, manager of Millinery at Jacobson's.

Fashions progress for men

The so-called "walking suit" is being accepted in its subdued style-in other words, the jacket that is not extremely long. It's a highly practical and fashionable outfit and is serviceable for both city and country wear.

While the double-breasted suits have not sold as fast and as big as was predicted for them, the model in other articles of apparel have been runaway successes. The double-breasted blazers, dinner jackets, outercloths and even sports jackets are leaders in the current season's fashions-and will be bigger than ever. There has been an unexpected return to popularity of herringbones in both sports jackets and suits-unexpected because there has been such stress on the bolder patterns.

With the growth of fashion in sportswear, there has been a demand for better matching, blending or coordination of colors. That demand has been met as far as sport socks are concerned-with one maker's assortment of 32 colors!

A new name on a new look is the "blazer slacks"-with flapped pockets fastened by metallic buttons. There are a total of 9 1/2 million tennis players in this country who have--from time to time--worn nothing but white on the courts. This year, tennis will become a fashion sport--due to the introduction of yellow and powder blue in both active and spectator sportswear.

Check the beauty and convenience of Wallace contact lenses

You will be thrilled with contact lenses. These tiny lenses allow you to lead a normal, active life while giving you natural vision. Stop by for the complete story.

WALLACE OPTICIANS

Dr. R. C. Jones Dr. P. G. Turcott Dr. W. C. Jenljen
Regulated Optometrist Regulated Optometrist Regulated Optometrist

107 N. Washington 107 N. Washington Vine At Clipper (Opposite Sear) Ph. IV 2-1175 Ph. IV 2-1175 Ph. IV 2-738

Hi, there . . .

Wide brimmed hats--an old style for men but a new one for women--is now in vogue. This one is on sale at Jacobson's. State News Photo by Lance Logan

WALLACE WEAVES
A NEW FASHION COURSE WITH THE HOPSAC SUIT

Haspel makes Hopsac the look for all seasons! This cool, crisp weave captures this-minute fashion in a great collection of classic colors and in new '67 shades such as bone, brown-olive, in-town grey, shore blue and navy. They're wash and wear for easy care.

Suits ......................... $49.95 to $255
Sport coats ................. $35.00 to $175
Slacks ....................... $8.90 to $50

Sizes 36 to 56 . Regulars . Shorts . Longs
Free Alterations
30-60-90 Day Charge Accounts

Louis cleaners

Your spring wardrobe will be given the best care at Louis cleaners. We're experts in fabric care-from cotton to the newest wonder fibers.

627 E. Grand River
East Lansing "across from Student Services"

HASPEL WEAVES A NEW FASHION COURSE WITH THE HOPSAC SUIT
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Spring fads bring mass conformity

By AIMEE PATTERSON
State News Staff Writer
Ah Spring!
Ah Fashion!
Ah Conformity!

In the spring, when a young man's fancy turns to thoughts of love, a young woman's fancy turns to thoughts of spring clothes and fad-following. The object of this year-long game is to achieve the maximum impression of assimilation—that is, looking like everyone else.

The modern mod begins by acquiring a jump suit of either soft pastel colors or the loudest reds, yellows and oranges she can find, but nothing in between. Along with this she wears matching tights and sandals or patent leather he-shoes in white, black, red or yellow. This type of outfit is appropriate for dorm meals, classes, volleyball games. Tux, graysers-in short, anywhere that people wear clothes.

For the after six look, the watchword is ruffles and frills from head to toe with no sparing of velvet and lace. The modern mod will follow the trend to look like Mother and Grandmother in order to keep up-to-date. Skirts from mini to maxi length are acceptable and the smart young mod will be sure to wear the correct length at the correct time or heaven forbid she might look like an individual.

Striped dresses, featuring both vertical and horizontal stripes are a must and all MSU fad-followers should be sure to have a liberal sprinkling of both types in her wardrobe.

Bathing suits are going both teeny-weeny and one-piece cover-alls for the girls who wish to follow the trends.

Wear lacy, frilly suits that go limp when emerging from the water. Wear sweater suits that sag to the knees when worn a few times.

But to look perfect on the beach, the best hint is probably—Don't go near the water.

To be the perfect fad-follower this spring, each aspirant to conformity should study the wardrobe of her classmates and dorm-mates. Try to acquire at least one outfit exactly like each of the women studied. Then wear the clothes with the pride you so well deserve—now you look like every other girl on campus!

TUX & FORMAL
★ RENTALS ★

- WEDDINGS
- BANQUETS
- PROMS
- SPRING TERM FORMALS
- ALL FORMAL OCCASIONS

RIGHT FOR THE MEN WHO LIKE TO LOOK RIGHT

882-0391

KENT DELUXE CLEANERS
2911 S. WASHINGTON

Miss America, Shoes take you where the fun is!

$1199

Yellow patent
Green patent
Black patent
Patent leather

with less shoe, more you

A sling pump that leaves the back bare for non-stop leg to the mini-line. Thinly strapped at back and sides to give you the right exposure.

FRANDOR
DOWNTOWN
Romantic femininity adds mystique to fashion world

The romantic look of irresistible femininity has returned to fashion, replacing the way-out mod styles of last year. Today the trend in fashion is away from rigid, geometric shapes to natural, classic lines.

Leading the innovation in style is the body shirtdress, accentuating the waistline and coaxing out curves. The white bodice, collar and long-sleeved cuffs are trimmed with an abundance of lace or ruffles.

The dirndl skirt, "the flirt skirt" with wide cummerbund, is most flattering to pete waistlines. Length of skirt varies from mini to maxi, depending upon the occasion or feminine whim.

Fitted suits in gray, black or navy are coordinated with white, grayish blue or lace and cuffs. Dark or off-white opaque stockings and squared black patent leather shoes add the finishing touches to the ensemble.

Daytime dresses are made of cool, comfortable dacron-polyester, cotton or dotted-Swiss. These easy-care fabrics always appear fresh and crisp, regardless of temperature.

Most sundown styles are the most licentious by the romantic look. Delicate party dresses in pale crepes, silks and organza have replaced the loud colors and designs in gowns. A mood of seductive innocence is seen in the low bodice, high-waist look of evening wear.

Skirt length, ranging from below the knee to midcalf, returns the romantic notion that the less of a woman seen, the more mysterious she seems.

Accessories to the new look are matching pale or off-white lace stockings, and pearl or rhinestone shoes. The most contrast of checks with stripes has been replaced by a blending of pale, soft colors with luxurious lace and ruffles. Pearl or rhinestone buttons are accentuated by a matching string of pearls or a rhinestone belt.

the next affair you have... make it...

FORMAL

See what a remarkable effect it has on your reputation as a host. We have the finest and handsomest tuxedos and dinner jackets. The smartest accessories, too. And renting is so easy and economical.

Huggins

MEN'S FORMAL WEAR

1116 E. Michigan Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48912

Rentals - Sales

LIEBERMANN'S

LIBERMAN'S FASHIONS

 nuevos de moda

The Luggage Look in handbags highlights the fashion scene. Two separate outside pockets and a bold buckled strap give the exciting look of a world traveler. In bright yellow plastic patent with black piping, $8.95.

THE CRAVAT SHOP PRESENTS

sweater shirt of tycora

OF DUPONT NYLON

SMART STYLED BY VAN HEUSEN
IN SPRING COLORS
ONLY $6.00

THE CRAVAT SHOP

ELL. STATE BANK BLDG.

BROOKFIELD PLAZA

350-4269

Let's Fashions

From the Newport Collection:
It's the most resortful way
to sail into spring.
Get under way
with our Culotte skirt,
$12.00
In 75% cotton
and 25% rayon.
Sleeveless cardigan sweater,
$10.00
Striped blouse with tie, $10.00
In Ceylon Blue,
Torch Red, and
Jungle Green.
Sizes 3-13.
Matching jockey cap.
$5.00

3 Blocks East of
State Capitol
900 Ottawa West
NEWEST BOUTIQUE

Paraphernalia — ‘NOW’ look

By ROBERTA YAFIE
State News Feature Editor

When it comes to the "now" look in spring fashions, East Lansing's newest boutique is well equipped with the appropriate "paraphernalia."

Step into a white dressing tube and into a Paraphernalia fashion and zap, you're Bonnie, complete with navy and white pin-striped coat and matching mini-skirt. If the midi length is more to your liking, the Thirties comes alive in long, fitted knit jackets with matching skirt and pants.

Paraphernalia offers a total look, both in the shop and the merchandise it stocks. Accessories are displayed in plastic cubes: the tubular dressing rooms occupy the center of the store and ceiling-to-floor mirrors permit a complete view from any angle.

Paraphernalia fashions, like the shop, have a personality of their own, and convey this to the individual. Fabrics go from knits to acrylic jerseys to buckskin and velvet, with clean, simple lines that leave it up to the wearer to create her own look. For an elegant evening its the "gold-digger" dress, sheer rayon worn with metallic threads in black or white, worn over a body stocking, or light weight organza skirt dresses embroidered with white daisies. Paraphernalia changes the pace, setting you back 10 years with the little-girl look. The daytime version, in red or pink and white cotton, has long, long puffed sleeves with elasticized bands. The evening version is of sheer, puckered waffle-weave nylon.

The bush blouse, with long, pointed collar and pocket detail, as well as the full-sleeved, crepe peasant blouse, are season favorites, teamed with mini or midi skirts.

SUIT YOURSELF
WITH A SIR PERIOR® CORD
BY HASPEL

This is the perennially classic suit that Haspel knows how to do so well. Tailored of 75% Dacron® polyester-25% cotton, it's a crisp, cool note in every wardrobe. For town and travel, you just can't beat the Sir Perior® Cord. It's wrinkle resistant, wash and wear and comes in a wide range of light summer-tones as well as dark and medium tones. $50.00

DON'T WALK . . .

Cloud Hoppin'

Oomphies puts pastels in the spring scene, straws in several low heel styles bloom in sunny yellow sky blue mint green tangerine pink natural and white, $11.00 Cloudhoppers by Oomphies

Mod cyclist

Mary Callaghan swings into spring on a cycle in mod attire from the Paraphernalia shop. Lightweight spring shifts stress bold colors and the belted waistline. State News Photo by Bob IVins

Pant suits take you through the day, from tailored gabardine to velour and crochet. For an added touch, try a velvet knicker suit, with lace ruffles at neck and cuffs. Enקישure, a lightweight nylon with stretch, has been fashioned into bright daytime dresses with military braiding, evening lengths and slacks. Cotton knit pants are in subtle shades. Dotted swiss is an important fabric, and can be found with a long, lac-trimmed white collar and cuffs as well as a deep neckline, sans collar, and empire waist. Cotton crochet has been used in dresses and pant suits. An exciting crochet style is hooded with a front zipper, and can be worn as a dress as well as over a striped or dotted bikini.
1. Do you prefer caviar at 11 o’clock on Sunday to eggs Benedict? □Yes □No

2. Do you long to be hugged by hip pants? □Yes □No

3. Do you think Twiggy has two backs? □Yes □No

4. Are you getting obsessively caught up in your Dynel hairpieces? □Yes □No

5. Do you sob a lot at the thought of vinyl, fluorescent, patent leather, mesh, mail fabrics? □Yes □No

6. Are you for Unisex? □Yes □No

7. Do you think underground movies should be shown on astrojets? □Yes □No

8. Is it really so bad being over 25? □Yes □No

9. Do you get your bell bottoms caught in the chains of the new English bicycle? □Yes □No

10. Do you enjoy the newest dance craze called touching? □Yes □No

Give yourself 1000 points for each “yes”. Multiply by your age. If you score over 50,000, go to the bank, take out $100.00 and buy a pair of hip pants, a vinyl blazer and a target buckle. Everything great is in Paraphernalia’s new breath-taking boutique where America’s best young fashion designers are trendsetting their hearts out.
Stylish First Lady

Mrs. Lyndon Johnson will pack a red, white and blue wardrobe for her April trip to the HamiltFare in San Antonio, Texan, and tour of state landmarks. (Left) she pauses on the Truman Balcony in a red linen dress with belted jacket and white trim. (Center) Ladybird wears a royal blue linen dress with flared skirt. (Right) In the Rose Garden, she takes a stroll in an azalea pink coat over a white, sleeveless dress of gabardine.

Sleepwear's double life

Classic styling in designs that have the stamp of today's fashion knack—that's the beauty of some of the new sleepwear collections that lead a double life.

In the campus brigade will march in wearing the latest in hand-tailored, neoclassic from day into date. For night into morn- ing, one house, John Meyer of Norwich, introduces an under-cover story and bedtime story of complete coordinates. For the bare essentials, there are head-to-toe looks that match foundation lingerie to misses and the like, but now the news is in the bed-time story all wrapped up in wash-n-wear.

TIPS FOR MEN

Loosen that tie! style is changing

NEW YORK—If you tie your tie too tightly it will wrinkle. If you tie it loosely you will be much more fashionable. If you wear your tie tack up high people will think you are wearing an elegant stockpin and will hold the tie just as straight.

If your shirt gets all bunched up at the waist you can prevent it by doing the way GIs do—grab both sides of the shirt body at the waist and make a deep turnback pleat in the extra cloth. Then tighten the belt.

If your brown leather shoes are too light you can darken them by rubbing with milk to which a few drops of household ammonia have been added. If you want to feel safer have a professional shoe dryer dye them for you.

If you loose suspenders attached to trousers when you hang them away on clamp hangers they will drag on the floor and get dirty if you don't keep them inside the trouser legs. If your closet floors are that dirty go over the floor with a cloth dampened in turpentine. This will keep out the moths.

If you're still troubled by moths set a bowl of pipe tobacco in the closet. If that doesn't work get some mothballs.

If you're troubled with silverfish, GIs forbid, wrap your stored-away woolen clothes in plain old newspapers. If you're wearing a light suit don't carry the newspaper under your arm—the ink might come off.

If you haven't put away your summer ties yet place them over the crossbar of a hanger, cover with paper and they'll be in better shape next Spring. If you spill soup on the ties while putting them away you can get the grease-stain out by rubbing on talcum powder and leaving overnight.

If you have balls of fuzz on the outside of a washable sweater turn it wrongside out when you wash it and the pilling will end up on the inside where it won't show. If you're storing the sweaters put them in a box and don't hang them up or they'll lose their shape.

If the linings of your old shoes are badly worn they're probably too loose and you're wearing the wrong size. If the tips of the shoes show excessive wear they're too short.

If you want to look taller wear a hat with a tapered crown and narrow brim. If you're wearing the wrong size. If you're checking your hat, see that the girl doesn't set another one on top of it and get it greasy.

If you are playing golf in the rain a plastic wrap hanging down behind will make the water run down the plastic instead of down your neck.

If you get lipstick stains on white shirts or handkerchiefs rub them with a little butter on wax paper then rub with drier absorbent cotton. If you do this a couple of times everything will wash out with soap and water. If you're using cleaning fluid dry the outer edge of the stain part vigorously with a dry cloth and there shouldn't be a ring.

PRESENTS

Gold Fashion Originals

King, Layton

Engagement and wedding rings share elegantly simple design

Polished and frostproof combination with graceful militaire engagement ring

Gold Fashion designs hand-carved contemporay bands with the hand-carved look to match her contemporary bridal set. Diamond sets from $350.

Maurice's Scotch House

313 E. GRAND RIVER

310 E, GRAND RIVER
Every day more and more fashion- and savings-conscious girls are coming over to the do-it-yourself side of clothing and sewing their own spring wardrobes. Why is sewing's popularity increasing?

For one reason, spring fabrics are fun to work with. The trend toward prints that can be seen in ready-made garments have literally faded into the background. Bold colors and sharp contrasts are gaining popularity.

Pattern manufacturers are also making sewing more exciting this year by providing many up-to-the-minute styles. The little girl look and the romantic look featuring high wasitline-pulled short sleeves, white colars and cuffs, ruffles and lots of lace trim are very apparent in the spring pattern books. Also in evidence are the ever-popular pardon-sets, the on-again dresses, and the contemporaries two-toned dresses, all with pockets and chain belts and two-toned matching buttons as accessories.

Anyone can sew these dresses too, because the patterns come in varying degrees of difficulty from learn-to-sew patterns to intricate ones. Also, the pattern manufacturers have made choosing patterns easier for the new sewer by changing their sizes in varying degrees of difficulty. The pattern requires more alteration than I am willing to make.

All dressmakers agree on one of the side benefits of sewing: the fun of making their own clothes.

Myra Fradella, Detroit freshman, only sews occasionally when she has spare time and is in the right mood. She said, "I had my choice between sewing a classic or a modern fashion and choose the modern because it's a hobby for me and for that reason things that I make don't turn out as well as if I sewed as regularly as some girls."

SANDALS still casual look in men's wear

Men's fashions are moving away from their traditional, uncomfortable look to a comfortable casual look, reflected in men's footwear for this spring and summer.

This new casualness in men's footwear takes the form of sandals, a shoe first worn by the Egyptians.

Sandsals are appropriate for all informal occasions. They may be worn with a sports coat if socks are worn.

They come in many different styles, ranging from the high-laced gladiator sandal to the simple home type sandal made from two pieces of leather.

They are available in three basic colors, brown, green and black and range in price from $3 to $30.

FROM THE CROWD

STAND APART FROM THE CROWD IN Varsity-Town's DOUBLE BREASTED SPORTCOAT

Varsity-Town combines two hot fashion features—the modern double breasted silhouette and window pane patterns—in a cool summer sport coat. Not for everyone, perhaps, but for the man who would rather lead than follow.
Sail with CHAMPION SPORTSWEAR

US954

YOU & YOUR SLY EXTRA MILLIMETER!

T-SHIRTS

SWEATERS

SWEATSHIRTS

JERSEYS

NITEES

JACKETS

MSU SAILING CLUB
MEETING 7:00PM TUESDAYS FOR INFO 351-7913

Campus Book Marinas
DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR LAND-LUBBERS & SAILORS
"ALWAYS LOOK FOR THE CHAMPION LABEL"